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President’s Message
There are dozens, if not hundreds of beautiful walks one can take as a resident of Mill Valley. Each neighborhood has its own
charm and natural beauty. It would be hard to point out a particular street or route that we can claim as the most “beautiful walk
in town”. Yet, who can NOT agree that one of the most enchanting and storybook of walks is the stretch of Cascade Way from Old
Mill Park, up to the Tenderfoot trail. During, or after a winter rain this stretch is particularly magical.
Join the Mill Valley Historical society this May 26th as trained guides escort walkers through a section of this loop. Our annual
History walk will be about a mile loop which starts at the corner of Throckmorton and Cornwall, right in front of the historic
home once referred to as “Burlwood”. This home at 565 Throckmorton was constructed in 1893 by one of the founders of
Mill Valley, Joseph Eastland. Most recently the Choulos family has sold the home, after living there for over 30 years. The new
owners are investing a great deal of time and money in a major remodel. Our 2013 walk will include a walk through the yard,
and a peek inside the historic home from the perimeter of the patio.
From the Burlwood home the route will continue a loop down Cornwall then the beautiful stretch to Cascade Way, to Laurel,
then up to Throckmorton and back to the Burlwood home starting point. As usual, the walk guides will not only share
knowledge, history, and anecdotes about the historic homes and sites around the walk, but they will also welcome stories and
insights from the guests who participate on the tour.
The walks will be organized from the Outdoor Art Club, and walkers will be transported via shuttle busses from the hours of
9:30 a.m. and 3:00 pm. The entire walk will take approximately 90-120 minutes.
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The Mill Valley Historical Society
hosts the 36th Annual Walk into History

Sunday, May 26th
“Cascade Canyon’s Pioneer Families”

Yummy! It’s Wine & Gourmet Time
By Peter Richmond
As summer begins with its lazy, hazy feeling, one thing is a calendar constant—the Chamber of Commerce’s annual Wine and
Gourmet Food festival. Sponsored jointly by the Chamber and Mill Valley Market, it takes place every June, usually on the last
Sunday of the month, on the downtown plaza behind the Book Depot. This year’s is on June 23 from 1-4 p.m.
First started in 1981, it has gradually grown over the years to include a wide variety of predominantly California wines or wine
dealers and a global sampling of the latest and tastiest items of food and seasonings. In fact, the food is so diverse, it’s safe to say
that no gourmand alive would be disappointed by the palate-tempting offerings that show up at the fest.
In a typical event, there will usually be a combination of local restaurants, food purveyors, breweries and wineries displaying
their wares, and, to insure fest-going guests maintain their interest, a constant stream of free samples. Everything is excellent and
I, like everyone attending, has his own personal favorite(s). I’m pretty ambivalent about which of the featured wines I prefer—
they’re all very good. But, when it comes to food….
Among my annual favorites are a liquid flavoring/sauce called Hot Lime. It’s offered in two strengths: regular and “Wow” (my
name for it), and is a sauce made from lime juice and hot peppers. The hotter of the two has habaneros for the kick. Great in
bloody marys, it is a wonderful additive for guacamole. By the time a festival is over, these guys have probably decimated half of
an avocado grove making their free samples of guacamole—and it’s all very appreciated.

Visit century old mansions Burlwood, Breidablik,
King’s Castle, Waldruh and others.

The other favorite of mine is whatever Mill Valley’s local super chef, Tyler Florence is serving. His stand represents all of his
expanding gourmet food activities, from his store to his restaurant(s), and the line waiting for samples is testimony to the quality
of what is on the menu for this year’s fest.

Groups leave every 15 minutes from 9:30 am until 3:00 pm
$10 for MVHS members, $13 for non-members

Drooling yet? Well, don’t be embarrassed. You can salve your appetite and please your palate in just a couple of months. Best of
all, it’s easy to get to—right down town!
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By Tim Amyx
This past January Mill
Valley and the MVHS lost
one of its pioneers. Jan
Upham, who had lived in
Mill Valley most of her
85 years, and had been
a member of the MVHS
since it’s founding in 1977
passed away peacefully after
a battle with cancer. Jan had
served on the Mill Valley
Historical society board a
1927 - 2013
number of years, and spent
countless hours volunteering for the history walk, as well as
the annual Review. Much like Gene Stocking who passed
away last year, she leaves behind a legacy that may never be
matched.
Jan Upham was born as Janet Shapiro in San Francisco, in
1927. Her family moved to Mill Valley before she was in
grade school and eventually attended the first of Mill Valley’s
public schools, “Summit”. She also attended Tamalpais High
school and was a graduate of the class of 1945. She spent two
years at the College of Marin where she received an AA in
journalism.
Jan seemed to be a part of Mill Valley and Southern Marin
History where ever she went. As a child she saw her father
(Mike Shapiro) manage the Hikers Retreat, which was a
locker-like facility where visitors for the day who’d come to
hike Mt. Tam could change their clothes, shoes and take a
shower. She eventually married Ben Upham, who was also
a Mill Valley native and they had known each other since
childhood. During the war years, Jan worked in the Sausalito
Shipyards.
Eventually Jan and Ben had two children, Ben Jr. and Nancy.
They, like their parents attended Tamalpais High school.
Jan lived in a home on Blithedale Avenue which was built on
the same grounds that once housed the historic Blithedale
Sanitarium, and later hotel.
In her retired years she worked tirelessly for the Mill Valley
Historical society, volunteered at the Library, and was
enthusiastically involved with her church, the Episcopal
Church of our Savior.
Jan’s contributions, smiling face, and good will to Mill Valley
and to the MVHS will never be forgotten.
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Trees: They’re Extra
Special in Tam Park
By Peter Richmond
In Mill Valley, there are a number
of local neighborhoods that have,
in most cases, formally existed from
the time they were originally laid out
as subdivisions of the small and growing city. Over time
many of these neighborhoods have been further recognized
and formalized by the creation of their own neighborhood
association. Although none of these associations have any
defined legal governing status or power, some of them do get
actively involved in the welfare of the locales they represent.
One of the most active is the Tamalpais Park Neighborhood
Association. In existence since 1980, following earlier ones
since early in the post-WWII era, the association represents
all property owners in the Tamalpais neighborhood of
town in regards to any issues that affect or involve the
neighborhood. It serves the oldest formal subdivision of
Mill Valley.
After existing for some time, its members, expressing an
interest in insuring the health of its street trees, a permanent
point of pride in the neighborhood, the association arranged
to have a formal tree district created. This took place in 1982,
although the initial funds to begin tree care were provided
by the city council at a October 5, 1981 meeting. These
funds initially were $36,000, and John Britton of UC drew
up the initial care plan. Under this plan, all 253 trees in the
neighborhood were reviewed and 11 were removed due to
very poor condition.
After this, a Tree Assessment District was established within
the TPNA, and a parcel tax was initiated, originally $12 per
year per parcel. This increased in 1992 to $20/year, and,
while it doesn’t cover all costs, it goes a long way to defraying
the overall total. The sum grew in 1997 to $25/year and is
now $35. Adjustments or increases to the assessment are
now handled by popular vote every five to ten years.
In addition to paying for tree care, it also helps pay for the
planting and first few years’ care of new street trees when
requested by a homeowner or to replace one that had to
be removed due to disease. That’s how it works, and it
has received county awards for its work, as well as civic
recognition of its important place in maintaining the ‘urban
forest’ that is Mill Valley’s trees.

Memorial Day—Oh What A Parade!
By Peter Richmond
It’s a tradition! All across the country on (or about) May 30, cities and towns hold a parade. It’s for Memorial Day, that roughly
150-year-old holiday started by Confederate soldiers’ families to commemorate their loved ones’ losses in battles. Originally
called Decoration Day, it grew nationally over the years to what is now a major holiday, the unofficial beginning of summer, with
a major parade—no matter the size of the town or city that holds it.
Every parade has a similar format. You have cars driven by, or holding, local dignitaries and politicians. Wave to the kiddies; toss
candy; and don’t forget to smile. Then there is the local high school band or drum and bugle corps, followed or accompanied
by a phalanx of majorettes twirling their batons. Often local businesses will have a car or two in the file, identified for all with
a large sign on each side of the vehicle. “Sponsored by De Mers Buick” or “Brought to you by Pacific Union” will be there in
large colorful lettering for all to see. A fire truck or two, a patrol car from the local gendarmerie will follow. There will even be
a ‘bicycle brigade’ of kids who have done up their two wheeled transportation with all manner of crepe paper, streamers and
banners. Something for everybody!
Then, last but not least, you’ll have a solid
representation of why everyone’s there to
begin with. There will be a solid presence
of the military. Some parades will have just
a company of marchers from the nearest
Reserve or National Guard organization.
Larger municipalities will have a number of
military representations—perhaps a company
of soldiers or Marines, followed by an Air
Force squadron or someone from the Navy
or Coast Guard, depending on the geographic
location of the town. Flags, color, sound—it’s
Memorial Day in America.

photo by Susan Sachs Lipman

Tribute to Jan Upham

Memorial Day Parade on Miller Avenue

There’s also a parade in Mill Valley. But, like so many other things, ours is different, unique, one of a kind! Mill Valley’s Memorial
Day parade is more a city social gathering. Spring is well on the way to being over; summer is coming and everyone and anyone
who feels like joining in can do so.
Historically, the parade has always been a combination of community social gathering, holiday commemoration and somewhat
sarcastic take on the military history of the holiday. The fact that it takes place on the Memorial Day holiday is its tip of the hat
to honoring our country’s military veterans, what they struggled through and the ultimate donation that so many made with
their lives in the name of the country’s continuing freedom. There frequently is a group of authentic military vehicles included in
the parade, compliments of a Marin collector of such vehicles. Sometimes there will be a tank or two, a few jeeps and maybe an
armored personnel carrier or halftrack. There might be a towed artillery piece or two, and a few utility trucks as well.
Beyond this so-called military participation, there rarely are any official active military personnel in the parade. The balance of
the parade is a widely varying mélange of the previously mentioned elements at the start of this piece. Every so often a group will
stop in mid-parade and do a brief demonstration of whatever activity the group is involved in. You may have a baton twirling
display or a Tae Kwon Do performance. Watch that kick!
But one of the most fun aspects of the parade is provided by a group that doesn’t even march in the parade at all! What could that
be, you ask? It’s the Fashion Police! They don’t march, they don’t show their skills in any activity. They randomly ride up and down
the parade route and swoop down on any unsuspecting spectator they feel offends the FP’s idea of proper fashion. Stopping in front
of the “offender”, they proceed to jokingly harangue the “miscreant” and then write that individual a ticket for the “offense”. No fines
are due or paid and everyone has a good laugh as the FP officer rides off looking for his next “violator”. It’s all in fun.
So, there you have it! Don’t miss it—it’s just a couple of weeks away!
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